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Introduction 

 

Page Caching is an important paradigms in WebCenter Sites. Page Caching is instrumental in achieving 

optimum performance. But Page Caching is not a switch that can be turned on or off after all the 

development work is done. Page Caching needs to be taken into account during design and 

development.   

One of the basic rules about page caching is all the parameters must be passed to the template that is to 

be cached. We cannot read say a session variable, or a cookie inside the template that needs to be 

cached. These must be read earlier and then passed as parameters to the template to be cached. 

This is facilitated by using a Wrapper. Wrapper provides a place where such functionality should be 

implemented. 

In this white paper, I examine different aspects of Wrapper, discuss the advantages of using a Wrapper, 

how to set it up, how to make sure Wrapper works with Friendly URLs, and how to use Wrapper for 

Preview functionality in WebCenter Sites Management. 

 

What is a Wrapper 

 

In WebCenter Sites, Wrapper has a special meaning and a specific function. It is a small un-cached 

pagelet that is the first pagelet to be executed when rendering a page. Since this un-cached pagelet is 

called for every page on the web site, this must be very efficient and have as little logic as possible. For 

example, the page may be divided into pagelets such that Wrapper is called first, Wrapper then calls 

Layout template, that it turn calls Header, Left Nav, Center and Footer templates. 
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Since Wrapper is the first element to be called, we can execute some business logic, or do some server 

side processing here before any content is rendered on the page. For example, we can put 

authentication, authorization logic, we can read cookies, set locale, read session variables, set user 

profile data or set segments in a Wrapper. 

After setting these variables in the Wrapper, we can pass these variables to Layout or other templates, 

and the Layout or other called template can be cached with these parameters.  

 

Advantages of Using a Wrapper 

 

The main advantages of Wrapper are that it provides: 

• A single control element that is called first, before the page is rendered. 

• A central place, where we can perform authentication/authorization check. 

• An element where we can read different parameters like cookies, locale, user profile data, and 

then set up segments/personalization accordingly. 

• It gives an ability to cache the Layout or other child templates, by setting up all the parameters 

that are needed to cache them. 

• Setting up parameters for Previewing the page.  

 

 A Brief Review of Page Caching 
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WebCenter Sites is a dynamic Web Experience and Rendering engine. When the user wants to visit a 

WebCenter Sites’ page, WebCenter Sites executes a series of templates and elements and produces the 

required HTML for the WebPage, and streams it to the browser. In addition to producing the HTML, it 

can cache the HTML, along with all the parameters needed to produce the HTML. Next time, when a 

visitor visits the same page, WebCenter Sites does not have to execute templates and elements, and can 

directly pick up the HTML from its Page Cache. 

Page Caching in WebCenter Sites is a very sophisticated, and in this blog I will not be going into all the 

details. But, for the purpose of this blog, the important points are: 

• Rather than caching the whole page, typically, page is broken into pagelets, and the pagelets are 

cached.  

• The system tracks all the dependencies to produce the pagelets, and when any of the 

dependent assets are modified, the related cache is flushed. 

• Each pagelet has a set of cache parameters that are defined when setting up the pagelet. The 

pagelet is cached along with all the parameters defined in cache parameters.  
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Wrapper and Page Caching 

 

This last point that I mentioned above is very important. To be able to cache a pagelet, we must pass all 

the parameters to it. Thus, if the pagelet has to read an asset, we must pass c & cid (asset type and asset 

id) parameters to it. If the pagelet needs a session variable or a cookie, the session variable or the cookie 

must be passed to it. If we read a session variable inside the template, the template cannot be cached. If 

we want to cache the template, we must pass the session variable to the template.  

 

Wrapper provides us with a central place to facilitate this. We typically read the session variables, 

cookies, user profile data and determine c, cid and all other variables in the Wrapper and pass them as 

parameters to Layout or the child template. Now, the Layout or Child Template can be cached.  

 

For this to work properly two things are important: 

• Wrapper should be the first pagelet that is called. 

• Wrapper must not be cached. 

• Also, remember it is important to make Wrapper very efficient, as it affects performance of 

every page in the web site. 

The first point is taken care of by WebCenter Sites. WebCenter Sites passes control to Wrapper, before 

any other user defined templates are executed. 

We must ensure that Wrapper is never cached. When setting up the Wrapper, we must set it up as un-

cached pagelet. 

 

How to Setup a Wrapper 

 

Wrapper consists of a Site Entry Asset and the corresponding CS Element Asset. While creating the Site 

Entry Asset, you should set the “Wrapper Page” flag to Yes.  

First create a root element called <site prefix>Wrapper, say FSIIWrapper. By convention, it is good to 

have the word “Wrapper” in the name of a Wrapper Element. But, a site may have more than one 

Warpper, say FSIIWrapper & FSIIPreviewWrapper. Note, Wrapper element is called for every page in the 

site, and it is never cached. Therefore it is very important that Wrapper should be as efficient and  light-

weight as possible, and not do any un-necessary processing. 
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After you have created the FSIIWrapper Element, you should create the SiteEntry asset, making sure 

that a) Wrapper Page flag is set to true, and b) Cache Rule is set to Uncached.
1
 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
 https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E29542_01/doc.1111/e29634/insite_templating.htm#WBCSD1925 
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Wrapper and Vanity URLs 

 

WebCenter Sites Vanity URLs fully support the Wrapper.
23

 When you are creating a Vanity URL for a 

page, and a Wrapper element exists for the site, the Wrappers are displayed on the Vanity URL form. 

You should select the proper Wrapper you want for the URL. See the screen below: 

 

 

                                                           
2
 https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E29542_01/doc.1111/e29636/config_vanity_url.htm#WBCSA7509 

3
 https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E29542_01/doc.1111/e29605/user_formmode_createdit.htm#WBCSU1031 
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This generates the following Vanity URL: 

 

 

 

When a visitor accesses the url http://localhost:90980/cs/avi/HomePage, control will first go to element 

AVIWrapper. AVIWrapper can do server side processing – like checking for authentication, read cookies, 

set user parameters etc. The Wrapper gets the name of the template to be called in a CS Variable 

‘childpagename’. After doing the server side processing, the Wrapper element should call the template 

specified in ‘childpagename’ cs variable. 

 

Wrapper and Previewing 

 

Wrappers are very useful for Previewing assets. Many times, the layout template, or the template that 

renders the page requires extra parameters for example locale, or geo location determined from the 

browsers ip address. A Wrapper can be used to set these parameters. 
4
 

WebCenter Sites Contributor UI fully supports Wrapper. You can define a default Wrapper for your Site. 

You can set up multiple Wrappers where each one sets different parameter for previewing and select 

any one of them for previewing. 
5
 

 

Conclusion 

 

In this white paper I have discussed Wrapper in great details. Wrapper has been around in WebCenter 

Sites for several years. But, in two of my recent assignments, I was surprised to find that the developers 

were not knowledgeable about Wrapper, and so I decided to write this white paper. In this paper, I have 

also provided some very basic information about WebCenter Sites Page Caching, and some important 

design considerations that one must keep in mind. 

                                                           
4
 https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E29542_01/doc.1111/e29634/insite_templating.htm#CHDHGIEE 

5
 https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E29542_01/doc.1111/e29605/user_previewingassets.htm#WBCSU493 


